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What makes you feel aliv3?

PUT TOGETHER BY

ALIV3 MOVEMENT



"Special shoutout to the Geltonation for pushing us

and paving the way!"
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editor's note

 
Four months later I  f ind myself on the
couch looking at a painting I  had made
of al iv3 (contents page) and the
lightbulb come one. I  am late for my
deadline! This was after lett ing my
instagram play stories during the day
and seeing a whole lot of Gary Vee
(Gary Vaynerchuk, founder of
VaynerMedia) getting passionate about
getting things done and not fearing
failure.His strong language and unique
style of viewing the world got to me. 
 
I  opened my computer and got to it
immediately.  With the help of my good
friends we were able to put together
the f irst issue of the Aliv3 magazine.
 
Hope you enjoy what we have.
 
There's a whole lot more where this
came from.

editor-in-chief
Avile Njameni
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Lebohang

Mohlakoana

Sihle Bonani

Editor

Editor

the crew

Mthokozisi Magazi

Editor

Currently working as a

scientist and part-time

photographer and

writer. Based in Port

Elizabeth, South

Africa. When I told

him it's time to go he

did not hesitate and

gave me attention

right away. He gave us

a preview of his book

on page 11.

Quantity surveying

graduate and poet,

based in

Johannesburg,

Mthokozisi has been

all about the unity

of young people and

the exchange of

constructive ideas

from day one. His

poem on page seven

left me smiling.

Quantity surveyor

and founder of

AkinaFuko,

Lebohang played a

vital role in our first

issue in asking the

right questions and

guiding the writing

in  our first issue.

She herself is a

writer, singer and

overall artist. More

of her work coming

soon.
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Before we became human
We used alchemy to refine our words to gold 

We tamed the tongue to
Twist and toss

Typhoons and Tornadoes 
We sprinkled stars 

To garnish the night sky 
And used our index finger 
To connect Heavenly dots
Before we became human 

God made us out of the blue print 
Of nebula

And Angels,  held a grudge 
As to how dust 

Would be more treasured 
Than them

Before we became human
Our minds had simmering conversations

We thought time precision 
How we split atoms in seconds 

We never slept on feathered pillows 
Knowing that our wings are the dreams 

That carried our thoughts 
Within ourselves 
We were galaxies 
Immortal beings 

One with the universe 
We made earth orbit around our 

A-umbilical cords 
Spirit learnt to distill  

Where we find ourselves 
Written in pages of time 

The galaxies writings boards
Under our feet 

We planted stars

-Mthokozisi Magazi

Before we became
human

"This is a reminder

that as much as we

are on earth for a

period of time, we

ought to realize our

devine immortality"
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A part of me is alway happy
Thing is I need to search for this
part

***
A part of me is always focused
Thing is, I forget about this side

***
A part of me loves everyone
Thing is, I find my happiness
with a select few

***
A part of me is forever �loating
 
But at times I feel like I'm
carrying the weight of the world

-Just a guy

Torn in two

" This is about me embracing my

emotions"
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THE TEAM
 

The saying is, no man is an island. This means
whoever we see as a successful person, they never
made it just on their own. Everyone can say they are
self-made, but the actual truth is that they had a well-
functioning team behind them at all times. Teams are
valuable mostly because success has a lot to do with
people. Even though we cannot have a definition for
success, we all understand that we cannot say being

locked up in one room without a single person is
success. One can stay away from people for peace of
mind and reflecting, but each and every plan has to

be executed, it has to come across people to be
fulfilled. Having the right team is the first place to test

the running of such a plan. 
The beautiful thing about a team is, unlike family, it

can be hand-picked. A team can either make or break
the whole vision; hence it is of paramount importance
that a team is chosen wisely. If one knows what they
believe, it means they can be able to see who else
believes in the same vision. To find the people who
believe what you believe, one must know from the

everyday conversations the reason to having such a
conversation. If one keeps having conversations

which give no meaning to their cause, they cannot be
able to find people who can help build the empire they
are longing to build. The person one has on their life

is mostly because of the conversations they keep
having together. Some people choose to stay with a
person or choose to go because of what we say to
each other. Because people cannot see what we
think, their stay depends on what we speak, and

when we speak about things we don’t believe, our
actions expose us for the hypocrisy that we possess.
If what we speak doesn’t align with what we believe,

we cannot find the team which can help build our
deepest desires. When we say things which speak to

us, then we become what we speak.

Snippet from Sihle's
upcoming book

Title: The Unfinished Book:
This Could Have Been A

Success Story
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A LIFE - IN FOUR
DIMENSIONS

High End Street

B R O M M A N D O  S T U D I O S
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Streetwear: Brommando Studios

Can you tell me more about this collection.

 

The collection was first of all titled “A LIFE IN FOUR

DIMENSIONS” which basically means living a life

where we see things differently from what we’re

used to. This is also evident through the designs in

the collection from the prints to the the construction

of it, it’s just different, something that has never

been seen before, it’s like a movie you watch for the

first time not knowing how it’s gonna end.

Who is Ntokozo? What do you do? Where

are you from?

 

I am Ntokozo Mdluli, born on the 10th of December

1996 in Emalahleni, Schoongezicht. I went to

Hlanganani Crèche then startedschool at

Greendale School until Matric. Right now, I am

studying fashion design at the Tshwane University

of Technology, I'm doing my 2nd year.

What inspires you and what do you want to achieve

in life?

 

I’m mostly inspired by young powerful minds that do

the extraordinary, I love to see young people from

our country shaping and moulding their future, also

inspiring other people by doing so. That’s my utmost

inspiration and that plays a huge part in what I do. I

want to be the best in everything I do to touch

people’s lives all over the world because we don’t

have people who do that anymore, it’s only a few

and most of them are getting old.

"The joy that my

work brings to me,

that’s what makes

me feel like I’m a

human being"
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BORN FIRE
REBELZ

High music (which incorporates lofi and

boombap),is what AV called their genre.

Born Fire Rebelz is their name and they

are a hip hop duo based in Pretoria but

originally from the Eastern Cape.

 

Having BFR (Born Fire Rebelz) on our first

issue of the magazine only seemed fitting

as they have a song titled Aliv3 for the

Moment on their debut EP with the second

verse starting with the line "what makes

you feel alive?" See what we did there.?

 

 

P A G E   |  A L I V 3

Aliv3 Artists

"In the streets of the Capital City we are all in search of

something new or greater than what already is, the

only space that unites creative individuals is 012

Central" Malcolm The Psychedelic, told us, while

explaining how the group was formed. The duo met at a

hip hop event and found themselves in a cypher of

three. Lawry Law randomly started talking to AV just

a guy and after finding out that they are both rappers

they stepped outside.

Psych had heard the music calling and walked over,

into the drizzle to join this cyper. That was the birth of

the movement, AV reminisces.

 

They exchanged numbers and six months later the

group is in the flat making beats and writing songs

every weekend, in collaboration with Lawry and

`sensei.
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The duo consists of Avile Njameni "AV just a guy" and

Mbongeni Yaka "Malcolm the Psychedelic". The group

was officially started in July 2019 during their first

session together. After spending some time together

they discovered that they come from the same place,

AV being from King Williams Town and Psych being

from East London so the duo understood each other a

whole lot better. 

 

Beyond them making music together, they decided to

make the whole thing a movement. They regularly

have studio sessions with their two friends Sensei and

Lawry Law who are aslo part of the movement. 

"Our vision is all about believing in yourself and to

never doubt your worth. What keeps us motivated is

the new age sound called Lofi. I believe it is

underrated at the moment but we plan to change all

of that." - Psych.

In October 2019 they released their debut 5 track EP

titled A.I.R (All Intended Raw). This was an

introduction to their unique raw style over boom bap

beats made by Psych. 

 

"During our sessions we would usually have people

drop by after hearing loud beats and the herbal scent

we always had and almost everyone that would hear

our stuff would say our music sounds like stoner

music, I liked that" AV jokingly adds.

Currently they are working on their second project

due to be released in 2020 and they promise to bring

us something fresh.

 

Their EP is available on all major streaming

platforms. Go and check it out and feel free to DM

them and tell them what you think of their sound.

AV jus a guy Malcolm The Psychedelic
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@av_jusaguy @bornfirerebelz @malcolm_scike



#thepassionprojectchallenge
We all have things we would like to do in our lifetime

just for the fun of it. I drew up a whole list in 2018. I

found myself stuck in the usual trap (as most call it) of

being in a nine to five and asking myself, what I doing

here? 

 

I am someone who enjoys anything creative and I

wanted to combine what I am good at with what I have

an interest in. For me this was writing, making songs, 

street art and self-development.

 

When I arrived in Pretoria in 2017 I was exposed to a

whole new world and it felt like I was in a completely

different country. I had never seen so many young and

care-free people in one place. I remember being on

Instagram and looking for events around the area

where I lived  and I came across an event called The

Social Market and I think that's when a seed was

planted.

 

Their tagline was create the things you wish existed.

This really stuck with me. It took  me a whole year to

actually act on this though. After being in the city

(Pretoria) for more than a year I had met a lot of

interesting people with great minds and every time I

met them I told myself that I would keep in touch with

them and we would do great things together.

A good friend of mine and I would always talk about

how we have all we need around us but we don't use

our resources properly. This was when I decided to do

something about what I had seen. I decided to start a

movement called Aliv3 and the main aim of the

movement would be utilizing the skills and

knowledge of your friends to help you achive your

goals. 

Connecting with like-minded driven

individuals is what we are all about and we

want to challenge you to do the same. Talk

to your friends or family, talk about your

hopes, dream or even that one outrageous

thing you would like to do and together

work on making that happen. It is satisfying

in a way you wouldn't imagine. 

Too often we look too far and approach

challenges with a scarcity mindset and

overlook what we have around us. So here's

the thing, I'm challenging you to challenge

yourself. Think about something you would

like to do or accomplish and ask a few good

friends to help out where they can and this

can rotate in the group. Everyone will come up

with a crazy idea and you guys can have fun

making it happen.
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